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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Thirteenth Day: Wednesday, December 20, 2017 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 124-38-26-15—31%W, 64%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #3 Lemonist (6th race)—7-2 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #7 Red Dread (3rd race)—10-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#3)AS IT HAPPENS: Solid turf debut for $10K; bred to handle dirt, upside  
(#5)ADIOS LITTLE ED: Firster catches soft crew out of the box; L. Saez up 
(#7)UNCLE MACE: Forwardly placed; not much early speed signed on here 
(#4)HIGH MISCHIEF: Speed of the speed but loves to spit bit; winless at GP 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-5-7-4 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#3)MISS MASERATI: Hasn’t missed the tri with blinkers; won last 2 at GP   
(#1)LADY COVENTRY: Drops, barn overdue; graduated on “fast” racetrack 
(#4)E Z’S MISTRESS: Placed in 8-of-14; gets enough pace to set up kick? 
(#8)MISS CONTESSA: Barn is off to a great start; likes GP, capable fresh 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-1-4-8 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#5)ROSES IN THE SOUTH: Won last 2 at GPW w/ ease; well spotted today   
(#7)RED DREAD: Exits a tough heat at CD; bred to handle turf, 10-1 M.L. 
(#8)MIZ MAYHEM: Game behind top choice off shelf in turf debut; tighter 
(#4)LIGHT UP THE TOWN: Like the blinkers “off” play & cutback to 5F trip 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-7-8-4 
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RACE FOUR 
(#5)CLASSIC ROCK: 3-for-4 at GP, handy; tips hand with sharp work tab   
(#6)JAGUAR POZ: In fine fettle riding two-race win streak; very consistent 
(#2)SHEIKH OF SHEIKHS: Makes first start in nearly a year; sharp tab 
(#3)ICATIRO: Steps up off the claim for Tomlinson; has won 3-of-6 at GP 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-2-3 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#4)GOLD LACE: Returns to conditioned claiming ranks; solid GP turf form   
(#8)SUMMERTIME SKY: Toss “good” turf effort at KEE; sneaky back class 
(#10)PRADO VISION: Has never run poorly on turf in Hallandale Beach 
(#2)BITACORA: 2 noses shy off winning her past 4 outside of stakes races 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-8-10-2 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#3)LEMONIST: Back to allowance ranks for TAP; fires fresh for Johnny V.   
(#2)BENEFACTOR: Been facing better; wants cut in ground, better on dirt? 
(#1)THE BULL(AUS): Lackluster in North American debut; big class drop 
(#7)LITTLE NO WAY: Toss last over undulating course; solid on GP turf 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-2-1-7 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#2)NOTAPRADAPRICE: Has effective tactical speed; won 2-of-3 on GP turf   
(#3)KYLLA INSTINCT(GB): Gaffalione stalks pace; good fit for $50K tag 
(#7)GRACEFUL HEART: Has a reliable kick on turf; broke maiden off shelf 
(#5)CONQUEST HARDCANDY: Freewheeling filly will have company early 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-7-5 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#1)MAJESTIC MIST: At best on “firm” turf; on the drop for Jason Servis   
(#3)MEANT TOBE MINE: Proved she could rate last time; wheeled back 
(#4)MOJO’S QUEEN: Broke her maiden for a quarter on GP lawn; drops 
(#6)WALKING PRIMROSE(FR): Half-length shy of winning last 3 on turf 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-4-6 
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RACE NINE 
(#9)FLORA FANTASY: Love the wide draw out of the chute; 8F on point   
(#6)HELEN VIRGINIA: Capable off the sidelines; penchant for place money 
(#2)MAGALIE: Back to Fla.-bred ranks; turf-to-dirt, hood “off” the answer? 
(#5)DEVILSH ROMANCE: Gets wheeled back off six days rest; blinks “off” 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-6-2-5 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#8)NONSUCH: $25K tag on point, gets pocket trip; placed in 5-of-7 starts  
(#4)KID MAC COOL: Like the dirt-to-turf play; bay always breaks running 
(#2)ATTORNEY AL: Exits a “live” race in Kentucky; first start for Navarro 
(#3)ACCOLADE: Route-to-sprint move suits; blinkers go “on” for Clement 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-4-2-3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


